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Cuts and penalties: Comment on ‘‘Clustering of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays and their sources’’
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In a series of papers we have found statistically significant correlations between arrival directions of ultra-
high energy cosmic rays and BL Lacertae objects. Recently, our calculations were partly repeated by Evans,
Ferrer, and Sarkar with different conclusions. We demonstrate that the criticism of Evans, Ferrer, and Sarkar is
incorrect. We also present the details of our method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The identification of the sources of the ultrahigh ener
cosmic rays~UHECRs! is a key to understanding their na
ture. The observed small-scale clustering of UHECRs@2–5#
suggests that the already existing data@3,6,7# may contain
information sufficient to take the first steps in this directio
In a series of papers@8–14# we have shown that there exi
significant correlations between the arrival directions
UHECRs and BL Lacertae objects~BL Lacs!, and therefore
BL Lacs are likely to be sources of UHECRs. Although t
present small data set does not allow us to determine
certainty the details of UHECR production and propagati
interesting hints may be obtained@11–14#.

The first evidence of a connection between UHECRs
BL Lacs was found in Ref.@8#, where we showed that th
combined set of Akeino Giant Air Shower Array~AGASA!
events withE.4.831019 eV and Yakutsk events withE
.2.431019 eV ~identified previously as the sets with large
clustering! correlates strongly with most powerful BL Lac
The statistical significance of this correlation was found to
631025 with a penalty factor included~for explanation of
the penalty factor see below!.

In the recent paper by Evans, Ferrer, and Sarkar~EFS! @1#
the validity of this result was called into question. The rat
nal part of the criticism of EFS boils down to the followin
two issues:~i! the choice of cuts on BL Lacs and/or calcul
tion of the penalty factor;~ii ! the choice of the cosmic ra
set. Below we address these issues and demonstrate th
criticism of EFS is unjustified. We also clarify some fr
quently arising questions related to our analysis.

II. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CORRELATIONS:
CUTS AND PENALTY FACTORS

A. What is the penalty factor?

In statistical analysis, one nearly always has to make c
in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The question
how to take them into account correctly. The common w
dom is that cuts should be fixeda priori, i.e., based on the
oretical considerations. In that case the cuts simply limit
number of data points but do not alter the calculation
probabilities.
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This is not always possible. For instance, in the case
UHECRs, their acceleration mechanism is not known. H
should we impose cuts in a catalogue of astrophysical obj
in order to select actual UHECR emitters? In which band
radio, optical, x ray,g, TeV? To what flux limit? In Ref.@8#
we proposed an approach to this problem which consist
adjusting cut~s! so asto maximizethe signal, and then com
pensating for this cut adjustment by apenalty factor.

A penalty factor takes into account the ‘‘number of ind
pendent attempts’’ made when searching for the best sig
For instance, if two independent catalogues are tried,
penalty factor is 2~in the limit of small probabilities!. If N
catalogues tried are not independent, as in the case of cu
a single catalogue, the penalty factor is smaller thanN and
should be calculated by means of a Monte Carlo simulati

In correlation analysis of cosmic rays, the quantity of i
terest is the probabilitypmin

data that the observed excess of co
mic rays around source positions is the result of a cha
coincidence. This probability depends on cuts made in
source catalogue; the latter are adjusted so that the prob
ity is minimum ~correlations are maximum!. The cut adjust-
ment should be compensated by a penalty factor which
calculated as follows. A random set of cosmic rays is gen
ated and treated exactly like the real data: the same cuts
tried and the resulting minimum probabilitypmin

MC is deter-
mined. This procedure is then repeated for a large numbe
random ‘‘cosmic ray’’ sets, andpmin

MC is determined each time
The number of occurrences of a valuepmin

MC<p is then
counted as a function ofp. Divided by the total number of
sets, this gives the probabilityP(p) that the adjustments o
cuts producespmin<p for a random set of cosmic rays
P(pmin

data) is the correct measure of the significance of t
observed correlations.

When no adjustment of cuts is made one obviously
P(p)5p, and the quantitative measure of correlation is t
probability p itself. When the cuts are adjusted, small pro
abilities appear more often by construction, and this relat
is modified. The modification can be written in terms of t
penalty factorF(p),

P~p!5F~p!•p. ~1!

In the presence of cut adjustment, the significance of co
lations is determined by the productF(pmin

data)•pmin
data.
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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To summarize, all parameters characterizing UHE
sources and UHECRs themselves can be subject to
Some of these cuts can be decideda priori; they reflect~and
depend on! the physical assumptions made. These cuts
not require a penalty. One can call these cutsfixed. Alterna-
tively, in the absence of physical arguments, the cut sho
be chosen~adjusted! so as to maximize the signal. These cu
can be calledadjustable. These adjustable cuts imply non
trivial penalty factors; the latter can be calculated in the w
explained above.

B. UHECR set

In our analysis@8#, the cosmic ray set was fixed on phys
cal grounds using results of previous publications@4# and
was not adjusted in the search for correlations. The mot
tion was as follows. It was observed earlier@2,3,5# that the
highest energy cosmic rays exhibit remarkable property: t
autocorrelate on an angular scale consistent with the ang
resolution of detectors. The mere existence of these corr
tions suggests that a relatively small number of point sour
of cosmic rays is contributing a considerable fraction of
UHECR flux@15#, and that the trace of the original direction
to the sources is not lost completely. The identification
these sources via cross-correlation analysis may therefor
possible. Within the hypothesis that UHECR clusters are
to point sources, the strongest correlation signal is expe
with the UHECR set which has the most significant autoc
relations. The latter requirement selects@4# AGASA events
with E.4.831019 eV and Yakutsk events withE.2.4
31019 eV. The observed angular size of the clusters a
fixes the angular scale at which correlations with sources
expected.

The fact that AGASA and Yakutsk sets have different e
ergy cuts in this approach is, of course, disturbing. It m
however, be explained by the different energy calibration
the two experiments or the smaller number of the Yaku
events. In either case, within our assumptions it is incon
tent to change the energy cuts or to drop the Yakutsk ev
once autocorrelations are found in this set.

The authors of Ref.@1# have rejected the Yakutsk even
because the Yakutsk array has an angular resolution no
good as that of AGASA. By itself, a worse angular resoluti
does not imply that correlations with sourcesmustbe absent
in the Yakutsk set: even though the angular resolution
worse, the density of UHECR events around actual sou
is larger as compared to a random set, and one has an e
in counts even at small angles. The actual presence of a
correlations in the Yakutsk data supports this statem
Therefore, it is not correct that ‘‘the correlations found
smaller ~than Yakutsk angular resolution! angles cannot be
meaningful’’ @1#.

C. Correlations with BL Lacs

The authors of Ref.@1# have essentially reproduced o
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations: the solid curve of Fig. 3 o
Ref. @1# agrees with our calculations if the Yakutsk even
are discarded. They concluded, however, that we have un
estimated the penalty factor. This conclusion was based
12830
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~i! a comparison of correlations in the case when one p
ticular set of cuts was chosen to the case when no cuts on
Lacs were made at all and~ii ! smaller correlations of BL
Lacs with a different set of UHECRs. Neither such a co
parison nor the dependence on the UHECR set has anyt
to do with the penalty factor. The UHECR set wasfixed as
described above and was not adjusted during the calcula
thus requiring no penalty. The penalty associated with
adjustment of the BL Lac set should becalculatedas de-
scribed above. This calculation was performed in our pa
@8# as follows.

The most complete catalogue of QSO@16# contains 306
confirmed BL Lacs for which the apparent magnitude, re
shift ~where known!, and 6 cm radio flux are listed~for sev-
eral objects the 11 cm radio flux is also given!. In Ref.@8# we
considered BL Lacs withz.0.1 as suggested by the statisti
of clustering.~We also examined a complementary small
without further cut adjustment. This ‘‘independent attemp
adds 1 to the penalty factor.! We adjusted cuts on the mag
nitude and 6 cm radio flux in the following way. First, th
grid of 11311 cuts was fixed; namely, the cut on magnitu
was varied fromm,16 tom,20 with the step 0.4; simulta
neously the cut on the 6 cm radio flux was changed fr
0.21 Jy to 0.01 Jy with the step 0.02 Jy. Note that furth
‘‘refining’’ of this set of cuts would not change the results
the sets of BL Lacs obtained would overlap almost co
pletely. The lowest probability~best correlation! found @8# in
the real data in this way equalspmin

data5431026.1

To calculate the penalty factor associated with cut adju
ment, a random configuration of 65 UHECR events was g
erated. Then its correlation with all 11311 subsets of BL
Lacs was examined and the minimum probabilitypmin over
11311 cases was found and recorded. The whole proced
was repeated for the next random configuration. A total
Ntot5105 random configurations were treated in this wa
The number of occurrencesN(p) of pmin,p was calculated
as a function ofp. Divided by Ntot , it determines the cor-
rected probabilityP(p) and the penalty factorF(p) as de-
fined in Eq.~1!. The resulting penalty factorF(p) is shown
in Fig. 1. The error bars correspond to statistical errors
determination ofN(p).

Taking the penalty factor at the minimum probability o
tained for the real data,F(431026).14, and adding 1 as a
penalty for BL Lacs withz,0.1 as explained above, on
finds the significance of correlations including penalty as

P~431026!.631025.

The significance is;4s in terms of a Gaussian distribution
It should be pointed out that, in order to get the corre
significance, the penalty factor should be multiplied by t
minimumprobability obtained for the real data with the sam
set of cuts.

We stress again that the absence of correlations of cos
rays with the entire sample of known BL Lacs does not me

1EFS quote a different number, 231025. This is merely a misun-
derstanding of our paper.
1-2
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anything. Physically, cosmic rays correlate with the bright
BL Lacs. Including dimmer BL Lacs in the analysis dilute
the correlations, and this is the only conclusion one dra
from the analysis made in Ref.@1#.

D. ‘‘Correlations’’ with gamma ray bursts

The authors of Ref.@1# have chosen gamma ray burs
~GRBs! as a control set where correlations are not expec
it has to be compared with the case of BL Lacs. From
fact that correlations with thewholecatalogue are absent i
both cases while there are many coincidences, the autho
Ref. @1# concluded that GRBs correlate with UHECRs ‘‘ju
as well as do BL Lacs,’’ implying that correlations with B
Lacs are due to cut adjustment. This conclusion can be te
by Monte Carlo simulation: one has to check whether
adjustment leads to apparent correlations with GRBs. It d
not, as we now demonstrate.

The Fourth BATSE Gamma-Ray Burst Catalog@17# con-
tains 1637 objects from which we cut out, in sequential or
~according to observation date and time!, five nonoverlap-
ping sets of 306 objects each~recall that 306 is the numbe
of confirmed BL Lacs in the catalogue@16#!. In each set we
have looked for maximum correlations by optimizing cu
We present two different tests: a one-dimensional cut wh
allows transparent graphical representation, and a t
dimensional cut which mimics more precisely the case of
Lacs. We took the same maximally autocorrelated UHE
data set as in Refs.@1,8#.

In the first test we replace the 11311 cuts on the magni
tude and radio flux by 121 cuts on the total number of o
jects~we take them in sequential order, so that first few c
correspond to including 3, 6, 9, . . . first objects, and the
cut corresponds to including all 306 objects!.2 As in the case
of BL Lacs, we then calculate the probability of the observ

2It is not important on which particular parameters the cuts
imposed in the control set. A statement that some parametera
priori important is already equivalent to the statement that corr
tions are present.

FIG. 1. MC calculation of the penalty factorP(p). Solid line
represents the fit by a power law on the log-log scale.
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excess of UHECRs around GRBs as a function of the c
The results are presented in Fig. 2. The smallest probab
found in all five sets is.4% ~which by itself is not statisti-
cally significant!. In view of the similar number of cuts in the
two cases, Fig. 1 provides an estimate3 for the penalty factor,
F(0.04)'5, in a single set of 306 GRBs. Multiplying th
best probability, the penalty factor, and the number of in
pendent GRB sets, one gets a number of order 1.

To mimic the case of BL Lacs we perform a similar te
with two independent cuts. The first cut is done as before
the sequential number of the event. The second cut is
posed on the time~in seconds of the day, UT! of the event.
Note that these two cuts are virtually uncorrelated sin
BATSE registered roughly one event per day. We ha
searched for the best correlation signal on the grid of
311 equidistant cuts from 1 to 306 and from 1 to 8640
respectively. In the above five catalogues consisting of 3
GRBs each, the following lowest probabilities were foun
9.5%, 1.4%, 20%, 1.8%, 24%. Multiplying the lowest
these probabilities 0.014 by the penalty factorF(0.01)'8
and by the number of independent GRB sets, we again ob
a number of order 1.

These examples are a good illustration of compensa
between the effects due to the cut adjustment and the pen
factor. When compensated by the penalty factor, the cut
lection does not introduce apparent correlations when in
ality they are absent.

To avoid confusion, we note again that we used GR
here as a control set, and imposed physically unmotiva
cuts on purpose.

III. SUBTLETIES OF CORRELATION ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss some subtleties of correlat
analysis which were not mentioned in Ref.@1#. We hope that

e

-

3The exact calculation of the penalty factor is, of course, poss
along the lines of Sec. II A, but a rough estimate is sufficient in
case at hand.

FIG. 2. Correlations of UHECRs with GRBs: probability of th
observed excess of UHECR events near GRBs for five indepen
GRB subsets as a function of the cut applied within each subs
1-3
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this will answer a number of frequently arising questio
regarding our work and correlation analysis in general.

A. Why completeness of the BL Lac catalogue is not necessar
for establishing correlations with UHECRs

A catalogue of astrophysical objects is called compl
when it is believed to contain more than, say, 90% of
existing objects of a given type, in a given region of the s
and down to some fixed level of luminosity in a given wav
band~s!. The catalogue@16#, used in our analysis, is not com
plete simply because it contains all objects known up to d
without further selection@18#.

It is common wisdom that completeness of the catalo
is crucial for statistical analysis. The reason is obvious: in
incomplete catalogue, the distribution of objects in brig
ness, position, etc., reflects not only their actual abunda
but also observational bias. When one studies, for insta
the evolution of abundance of some objects with time, o
has to make sure that the logN/logS dependence reflect
actual change in spatial density rather than the fact that
mote ~and therefore dim! objects are more difficult to ob
serve. Indeed, as it is, the catalogue@16# is not suitable for
any analysis wherestatistical properties of BL Lacsare of
interest.

In the correlation analysis of UHECRs the question
different: given a set of candidate sources~BL Lacs in the
case at hand!, is the distribution of cosmic rays random,
does it peak around BL Lac positions? Clearly, it is thesta-
tistical properties of cosmic rayswhich are of interest in tha
case, not the statistical properties of BL Lacs. Technica
speaking, when calculating the correlation function by
algorithm of Ref.@8#, the cosmic ray directions are simu
lated, while source positions are held fixed. For this rea
the method is applicable without change to studying, for
stance, a correlation of UHECRs with one particular dire
tion ~say, the Galactic center!, i.e., in the case when the no
tion of completeness does not apply.

Completeness is not necessary forestablishing the factof
correlations: if statistically significant correlations are fou
with an incomplete catalogue, this is a real signal. The
completeness of the catalogue of BL Lacs cannot be a so
of correlations with UHECRs. Indeed, the objects whi
have to be added~removed! from a catalogue to make i
complete are absent from~present in! the catalogue for rea
sons not related to cosmic rays. Therefore, correlations w
UHECRs can only be weakened by such an incompleten

B. UHECR autocorrelations

The UHECR set used in our calculations is known
contain event clusters—in fact, it was chosen in such a w
that autocorrelations are maximum. When studying cr
correlations of such a set with potential sources, one ha
be careful to take clusters into account when calculating
probability of chance coincidence; namely, one has to m
sure that the signal observed in the data is not due to ch
coincidence ofclustersof cosmic ray events with candidat
sources. For a given cluster, such a coincidence is rough
probable as for a given single event, but contributes mor
12830
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the correlation function. This could produce artificial e
hancement of correlations if not taken into account in
Monte Carlo simulation.

In our calculations@8# this problem is solved by introduc
ing in each Monte Carlo cosmic ray set the same numbe
doublets and triplets as there are in the real data. T
chancecoincidences between clusters and candidate sou
happen in simulated sets as often as in the real data, and
are correctly accounted for. This is confirmed by calculatio
presented in Sec. II D, where correlations with GRB ca
logues do not appear despite autocorrelations in the UHE
data set.

C. Choice of angular scale

The observed angular size of clusters suggests the ang
scale at which correlations with sources are expected. In
analysis @8# we fixed it to the previously published@2,3#
AGASA value of 2.5°. This value is treated as not adju
able.

When the angular resolution of the experiment is know
there exists a preferred choice of the angular scale—the s
at which correlations areexpectedto be maximum. This
angle can be determined by means of a Monte Carlo si
lation as follows. One has to generate cosmic ray sets wh
are correlated with sources~taking into account the experi
mental angular resolution! and then measure the angle
which the correlation signal is maximum. In the case
AGASA events this procedure gives a result very close
2.5° ~see the dotted curve in Fig. 3 of Ref.@8#!, so in fact the
choice of Ref.@8# was close to optimal.

Alternatively, one may choose not to fix the angular sc
and treat it as a free parameter. Then one should adjust
maximize the correlation and calculate the correspond
penalty factor. A serious problem of this approach is that
result would depend on the limits within which the angu
scale is varied. So finally one would have to input in one
another way the information about the expected angu
scale of correlations in order to obtain a definite answer.
do not follow this approach in our calculations.

D. Hidden penalty

We believe that we have accounted for all contributions
the penalty factor~‘‘effective number of tries’’! directly re-
lated to our work. Still, the obtained significance may b
somewhat overestimated. The point is that we are not
first who are looking for correlations between UHECRs a
astrophysical objects. Some of these attempts have been
lished in the literature; others may never have been repor
All these attempts should contribute, in principle, to the pe
alty factor. However, it does not seem possible to acco
correctly for all such contributions.

The way around this problem is obvious. First, only ve
low values ofP should be interpreted as a signal~in our
calculations we consideredP,1024 to be sufficiently low to
report our results!. Second, and more important, the resu
have to be confirmed with a new independent data set.
1-4
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IV. FURTHER EVIDENCE

The correlations found in Ref.@10# for a particular set of
UHECRs and BL Lacs suggest, strictly speaking, only t
UHECRs and BL Lacs are connected to each other. They
little about the acceleration mechanism, particle nature,
other relevant physical parameters. These questions ca
fully addressed only with a much larger data set than is av
able now. Some attempts can be made, however. The
purpose is to arrive at a consistent picture which incorpora
all known features of UHECRs. Here is a sketch of the
attempts, each bringing additional evidence of the conn
tion between UHECRs and BL Lacs.

In Ref. @12# it was noted that cuts in the BL Lac cata
logue, chosen in Ref.@8# so as to maximize correlations wit
UHECRs, select automaticallyg-ray loud BL Lacs. When
this observation is consistently elaborated, i.e., a subsam
of the catalogue@18# is selected on the basis of a sing
criterion, namely, the cross correlation with the EGRE
sources, the resulting subset of 14g-ray loud BL Lacs cor-
relates with UHECRs at the level of 1027 of chance coinci-
dence. This number cannot, of course, be interpreted as
significance of correlations between UHECRs and BL La
because ofa posteriori selection; rather, the conclusion
that g-ray loudness may be a distinctive feature of those
Lacs which are UHECR accelerators.

In Ref. @11# an attempt was made to determine the cha
composition of UHECRs by reconstructing actual arrival
rections of UHECR particles bent in the Galactic magne
field. The idea was that such a reconstruction should impr
correlations of UHECRs with BL Lacs if the latter are th
sources. Substantial improvement was indeed observed
particles with the charge11, which is an indication of the
presence of protons.

In Ref. @13# it was observed that, if correlations of UHE
CRs and BL Lacs were due to chance coincidence, the c
ciding rays would be distributed over the sky randomly,
flecting only the local density of BL Lacs and the exposu
of a cosmic ray experiment. Thus, any significant deviat
in the distribution ofcorrelating rays over the sky from this
expectation speaks in favor of a real physical connec
between cosmic rays and BL Lacs. In fact, the UHEC
correlating with BL Lacs form two ‘‘spots,’’ with a low prob-
ability of occurring by chance@13#. This nonuniformity of
the distribution of correlating rays may be due to seve
factors:~1! anisotropy of the extragalactic magnetic fields
scales of order 500 Mpc;~2! poor knowledge of the Galacti
magnetic field in some areas of the sky;~3! fluctuations in
the space distribution of the nearest sources.

V. CONCLUSIONS

According to textbooks, any successful statistical analy
consists in formulation of a ‘‘null hypothesis’’ and its subs
quentfalsification, at some confidence level, by comparing
to the experimental data. In the case at hand the ‘‘null
pothesis’’ which is being tested is that BL Lacs~and, in par-
12830
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ticular, any subset of them! and UHECRs are uncorrelated.
takes only one counterexample to disprove a hypothes
while ‘‘pro examples’’do notprove its validity. An illustra-
tion of this general rule has been discussed in Sec. II:
absence of significant correlations of UHECRs with t
whole BL Lac cataloguedoes not provethat UHECRs and
BL Lacs are uncorrelated~i.e., that there is no subset of B
Lacs which are sources of UHECRs and thus correlate w
them!.

Having found such a counterexample~i.e., a case when
correlation is significant!, the only thing that can be con
cluded, to a certain confidence level, is that UHECRs an
particular subset of BL Lacs are correlated. The nature
physical implications of these correlations have to be stud
separately by formulating and testing different ‘‘null hypot
eses.’’ References@11–13# are first attempts in this direction
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APPENDIX: STATISTICS OF CLUSTERING AND THE
NUMBER OF UHECR SOURCES

The authors of Ref.@1# have misinterpreted our earlie
paper @15# which concerns the statistics of clustering
UHECRs and the number of their sources. In view of t
growing confusion we would like to clarify this issue.

In Ref. @1# one reads: ‘‘@observed occurrence of cluste
of UHECRs# was used to estimate the spatial density
sources to be 631023 Mpc23 @15#. This would obviously
place stringent constraints on candidate astrophys
sources, e.g.,g-ray bursts~GRBs! have a spatial density o
only ;1025 Mpc23. However, a more careful analysis@19#
shows that the uncertainties in this estimate are very la
The true number isn52.7722.53(2.70)

196.1(916)31023 Mpc23 at the
68% ~95%! C.L.; moreover relaxing the assumptions mad
viz., that the sources all have the same luminosity an
spectrum}E22, increases the allowed range even furth
e.g., ton51802165(174)

12730(8817)31023 Mpc23.’’
The actual situation is different from what is described

this extract. First, the intrinsic inaccuracy of the estimate w
fully acknowledged in Ref.@15#. Its physical reason is obvi
ous: clustering is not sensitive to the number of dim sourc
The estimates of Ref.@19# cited above are a good illustratio
of the point: theupper limits are huge and strongly mode
dependent.

Second, the main point of Ref.@15# was to show that there
exists amodel-independent lower boundon the number of
sources. This bound is presented in Table I of Ref.@15#: at
the 90% and 99% confidence levels the number of source
n.2.331024 Mpc23 and n.3.231025 Mpc23, respec-
tively. This is consistent with the calculations of Ref.@19#
performed in particular models.
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